Starlike Aluminum–Carbon Aromatic Species
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Abstract: Is it possible to achieve molecules with starlike structures by replacing the H atoms in (CH)$_n$q aromatic hydrocarbons with aluminum atoms in bridging positions? Although $D_{4h}$ C$_6$Al$_2$ and $D_2$ C$_6$Al$_4$ are not good prospects for experimental realization, a very extensive computational survey of fifty C$_5$Al$_5$ isomers identified the starlike $D_{5d}$ global minimum with five planar tetracoordinate carbon atoms to be a promising candidate for detection by photoelectron detachment spectroscopy. BOMD (Born–Oppenheimer molecular dynamics) simulations and high-level theoretical computations verified this conclusion. The combination of favorable electronic and geometric structural features (including aromaticity and optimum C–Al–C bridge bonding) stabilizes the C$_5$Al$_5^-$ star preferentially.
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Introduction

Substitution of the hydrogen atoms of typical planar sp$^2$-hybridized aromatic monocyclic hydrocarbons (C$_3$H$_3^+$, C$_4$H$_4^{2-}$, C$_5$H$_5^-$, and C$_6$H$_6$) by atoms prone to adopt bridging positions favors starlike structures.[1] Lithium is noted for its bridging proclivity[2] and is a prime example. Indeed, Baran and Lagow claimed the conversion of hexachlorobenzene to hexalithiobenzene in over 60% yield in 1990[1a] and provided chemical, FTICR, and high-resolution mass spectrometric evidence for C$_6$Li$_6$ in 1992.[1b] Instead of a classical geometry, Xie and Schaefer proposed in 1991 that this complex could adopt the more stable starlike $D_{6h}$ geometry (Scheme 1). This beautiful structure was the lowest energy minimum among the limited number of isomers they considered.[1c] However, Smith/C’s subsequent extensive search of the C$_6$Li$_6$ potential energy surface identified a 62.1 kcal mol$^{-1}$ more stable C$_6$Li$_5$ isomer not only lacking a starlike geometry, but even a six-membered carbon ring.[1d]

Scheme 1. Structures of some species mentioned in the text.
The starlike structures of \( \text{C}_n\text{Li}_n^+ \), \( \text{C}_n\text{Li}_n^- \), and \( \text{C}_n\text{Li}_n^+ \) have been identified.\(^{[16-17]} \) Jemmis and Schleyer established that \( \text{C}_n\text{Li}_n^+ \) has an unusually stable starlike structure.\(^{[14]} \) Minkin and co-workers found \( \text{C}_n\text{Li}_n^+ \) and \( \text{C}_n\text{Li}_n^- \) to be local, but not global minima.\(^{[15]} \) Winter and co-workers claimed the formation of the pertlithiation product of ruthenocene, Ru-(\( \text{C}_n\text{Li}_n^+ \)), but did not present experimental evidence to support this proposal.\(^{[3]} \) Starlike molecules based on silicon rings have also been described.\(^{[4]} \) Our recent detailed exploration of the potential energy surfaces of \( \text{Si}_n\text{Li}_n^{-n} \) (\( n = 5-7 \)) systems\(^{[6]} \) demonstrated that it is feasible to design three-dimensional starlike silicon structures by using the appropriate type and number of ligands.

Our extensive computational exploration of starlike molecules by replacing the H atoms in \((\text{CH})_n^+ \) rings by BeH groups\(^{[6]} \) revealed that \( D_{4h} \) \( \text{C}_n\text{Be}_n\text{H}_n^+ \) (\( n = 4-9 \) and \( q = 0, \pm 1, \pm 2 \)) starenes are minima and aromatic.\(^{[7]} \) Interestingly, further computations demonstrated how such \( \text{C}_n\text{Be}_n\text{H}_n \) starbenzene (Scheme 1) building-block units might be used to construct new nanomolecular families by means of hydrogen-bridge bonds (HBBS). These nanomolecules resemble graphene, carbon nanotubes, and fullerenes in shape. Although the “starbenzene” monomer is not the \( \text{C}_n\text{Be}_n\text{H}_n \) global minimum, we predicted that the energetic benefits from interblock HBBS bonding should result in rather stable nanomolecules.\(^{[1]} \)

As exemplified by \( \text{CA}_1\text{Li}_3^- \) (Scheme 1) and its analogues (\( \text{CA}_1\text{Li}_3^+ \), \( \text{CA}_1\text{Li}_3\text{Si}_3^+ \), \( \text{CA}_1\text{Li}_3\text{Ge}_3 \), \( \text{CA}_3\text{Si}_3 \), etc.),\(^{[8]} \) aluminum is known to be a suitable ligand for stabilizing unusual planar tetracoordinate carbon (ptC)\(^{[9]} \) molecules due to the electron deficiency and proper size match of the atoms.\(^{[10]} \) The metallic character of the ligands can weaken the sp\(^3 \) carbon tetrahedron rigidity and the nonmetallic character can provide stabilization by forming a peripheral partial covalent bond. The computed \( \text{CA}_1\text{Li}_3^+ \) and \( \text{CA}_1\text{Al}_3 \) global minima follow similar principles for their ptC or planar pentacoordinate tetracoordinate carbon (ppC) preferences.\(^{[11]} \) Recently, we proposed that \( \text{CA}_1\text{Al}_3 \) species elaborated with bulky protecting groups, such as \( \text{CA}_3\text{Al}_3(\text{Bu}_3) \), might be possible targets for experimental realization.\(^{[12]} \)

Analyses of the \( \text{C}_2\text{Al}_4 \) electronic structure revealed that Al only utilizes one of its three valence electrons for chemical bonding; the other two electrons form a lone pair.\(^{[12]} \) This “inert-pair” effect is well known in second (and lower) dimensional starlike silicon structures by using the appropriate bond lengths \( [\text{A}] \) and the smallest magnitude B3LYP and [MP2] vibrational frequencies \( (\nu_{\text{vib}} \text{ cm}^{-1}) \). Color versions of the figures in this paper are given in the Supporting Information.

Figure 1 displays the optimized, but point-group-restricted starlike structures \( D_{4h} \) \( \text{C}_2\text{Al}_4^+ \) (1), \( D_{4h} \) \( \text{C}_2\text{Al}_4^- \) (2), \( D_{4h} \) \( \text{C}_2\text{Al}_4 \) (3), and \( D_{2} \) \( \text{C}_2\text{Al}_4 \) (4). At the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level, 2 and 3 are minima. Interestingly, the unbridged \( D_{4h} \) counterpart of 2 is also a minimum, but is 18.8 kcal mol\(^{-1} \) less stable than 2. The unbridged form of 3 is a third-order saddle point, 25.5 kcal mol\(^{-1} \) less stable than 3. At the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level, 1 is a transition state and is 17.0 kcal mol\(^{-1} \) less stable than unbridged \( D_{4h} \) minimum. The starlike \( D_{4h} \) \( \text{C}_2\text{Al}_4 \) has two degenerate imaginary frequencies, but it is 30.0 kcal mol\(^{-1} \) more stable than its unbridged \( D_{4h} \) isomer. Slight distortion of bridged \( D_{4h} \) \( \text{C}_2\text{Al}_4 \) gives the \( D_{3} \) minimum (4, shown in Figure 1), but this is only 1.1 kcal mol\(^{-1} \) lower in energy. The somewhat shorter Al−Al separations (3.249 Å) may be responsible for this distortion (see below). The \( \text{C}_2\text{Al}_4^n \) \( (n > 6) \) structures are high-order saddle points and are not considered further herein. MP2 computations with corresponding basis sets confirm the B3LYP structures and vibrational frequency analyses.

Although 2, 3, and 4 are minima on their corresponding potential energy surfaces (PES), this does not suffice for experimental viability predictions.\(^{[14]} \) We first explored \( \text{C}_3\text{Al}_5^+ \), \( \text{C}_3\text{Al}_5^- \), and \( \text{C}_3\text{Al}_5 \) PESs by using the GXYZ stochastic search program,\(^{[15,16]} \) to generate random initial structures. These were optimized with Gaussian 03\(^{[15]} \) at B3LYP/6-31+G\(^* \) (for the \( \text{C}_3\text{Al}_5^- \) and \( \text{C}_3\text{Al}_5^- \) anions) and at B3LYP/6-31G\(^* \) (for neutral \( \text{C}_3\text{Al}_5 \)). More than 100 \( \text{C}_3\text{Al}_5 \) isomers were lower in energy than 2! The global minimum \( \text{2A} \) (Figure 2) was 44.3 kcal mol\(^{-1} \) below 2. A more refined Molpro 2008\(^{[17]} \) computation\(^{[18]} \) at CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ//B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ (CCSD(T)/B3LYP) +zmP(B3LYP) that is, including the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ zero-point energy, reduced the energy difference, but only to 32.4 kcal mol\(^{-1} \). The relative energies of the five most stable \( \text{C}_3\text{Al}_5 \) isomers (\( \text{4A} - \text{E} \)) are shown in Figure 2. While 2 and 4 are aromatic, the four-membered ring strain in 2 and the Al−Al repulsions in

![Figure 1. Optimized structures of C−Al staranes with necessary bond lengths [Å] and the smallest magnitude B3LYP and [MP2] vibrational frequencies (\( \nu_{\text{vib}} \text{ cm}^{-1} \))](image)
4 are unfavorable. The results of these PES explorations exclude the possibility of viable starlike structures for 2 and 4. C₅Al₅⁻ (3) is the best “molecular star” candidate. This minimum has the lowest electronic energy (barely) among hundreds of isomers identified by the random GXYZ searches[11b,15] at the B3LYP/6-31G* level. The PES of C₅Al₅⁻ was further explored with the GEGA program[19] at the B3LYP/LANL2DZ level, but gave similar results. All but three of the 50 lowest-energy isomers from the GXYZ and GEGA searches, when reoptimized at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level, were confirmed to be minima. The energies of the 20 best isomers, when refined by single-point CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ//B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ computations (including ZPE_{B3LYP}) predicted 3 to be the lowest-energy minimum, although 5 (Figure 2) was only 0.1 kcal mol⁻¹ less stable. Figure 2 also shows the other C₅Al₅⁻ isomers (6–9) within 5.0 kcal mol⁻¹ of 3 (the remaining 14 isomers are given in the Supporting Information).

The triplet C₅Al₅⁻ species also were considered by using the same search approach as for the singlets. The best triplet form is 17.1 kcal mol⁻¹ higher in energy than the starlike 3 structure at the B3LYP level, which indicates that C₅Al₅⁻ has a singlet ground state.

As a further refinement, re-optimization of the 20 singlet isomers at MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ gave geometries similar to those at B3LYP. The relative energies at CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ//MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ (CCSD(T)/MP2)+ZPE_{MP2} also are in excellent agreement with those at the CCSD(T)/B3LYP+ZPE_{B3LYP} level. Nevertheless, the two levels of theory rank 3 and 5 slightly differently; CCSD(T)/MP2 predicts 5 to be 0.4 kcal mol⁻¹ more stable than 3. Although the true global minimum cannot be predicted with certainty, the starlike C₅Al₅⁻ structure 3 clearly is competitive. Both 3 and 5 are well separated energetically from the other isomers on the PES. Depending on the method of generation, either or both isomers might be detectable experimentally.

We also examined the kinetic stability of 3 and 5 by carrying out two sets of Born–Oppenheimer molecular dynamic (BOMD)[20] simulations at B3LYP/6-31G* at 323 and 373 K. Figure 3 shows the RMSD structural evolutions (in terms of the root-mean-square deviations relative to the B3LYP/6-31G*-optimized structures). The small RMSD fluctuations indicate that both species have reasonable kinetic stability at least for 30 ps. The four trajectories reveal no isomerization or other structural alterations; 3 and 5 do not intercon-
vert. Comparison of Figure 3A,B with 3C,D indicates the greater rigidity of 3.

In contrast to the classical sp²-trigonal bonding in their hydrocarbon analogues, all carbon atoms in 2–4 adopt pC arrangements. Nevertheless, their three π orbitals are similar to those of classical 6-π-electron aromatic systems (Figure 4). As documented by the computed total NBO π occupations of 3, 5.98 (5.65 for the five C atoms and 0.33 |e| for the five Al atoms) and 5.99 |e| for the cyclopenta-dienyl anion Cp¹ (5.96 for the five C atoms and 0.03 |e| for the five H atoms), the bridging aluminum atoms affect the π framework insignificantly. Thus, the computed total NICS(0)ext [21] values (NICS = nuclear-independent chemical shift) for all the C₆Al₆⁺ (1–4) compounds agree reasonably with those of their hydrocarbon analogues. NICS(0)ext is the most refined NICS index, which extracts the out-of-plane tensor component of the isotropic NICS and includes only the π MO contributions for quantifying aromaticity. The dissected contributions from each π MO are given in Figure 4. Based on NICS(0)ext criteria, 3 (−35.61 ppm) is nearly as aromatic as Cp¹ (−35.50 ppm) and benzene (−35.63 ppm; see Table 1); the NICS(0)ext value for 4 (−32.72, −35.54 ppm for D₃h) is slightly lower by the twisting of its π orbitals. Since 1 has only two π electrons, its NICS(0)ext (−13.68 ppm) is less than half as aromatic as those of the other species in the series, which have six π electrons.

Figure 5 shows the diatropic region of the z-component of the induced magnetic field (Bind) [20] due to an external field applied perpendicularly to the molecular plane of 3 and Cp¹. A magnetic field in this direction can induce a ring current in and parallel to the molecular plane. Like NICS, the Bind can also be dissected into core σ and π orbital contributions [21]. The core electrons generally contribute very little to Bind except in very close vicinity of nuclei. The π orbital contributions to Bind of both 3 and Cp¹ show the typical response of aromatic systems, which generate a long-range shielding cone perpendicular to the molecular planes. Interestingly, the σ orbital contributions of 3 are a little different to that of Cp¹. As shown in Figure 5, the peripheral "inert pairs" of Al atoms contribute to the diatropic magnetic response of σ electrons.

The five Al bridges in 3 are analogous to the two-bridged Al atoms of D₃h C₂Al₂ (Scheme 1). [10] Both have comparable C–Al bond lengths (2.067 Å in 3, 2.155 Å in C₂Al₂), C–Al Wiberg bond indices (WBIₐAl; 0.27 in 3, 0.25 in C₂Al₂), and NBO Al natural charges (+0.70 in 3, +0.69 in C₂Al₂). Aromaticity and favorable C–Al bonding are key stabilizing features for the starlike structure of 3.

Table 1. NICS(0)ext values (PW91/IGLOIII) for bridged C₆Al₆⁺ species and their hydrocarbon analogues.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bridged C₆Al₆⁺</th>
<th>P.G.</th>
<th>NICS(0)ext [ppm]</th>
<th>Hydrocarbon analogue</th>
<th>P.G.</th>
<th>NICS(0)ext [ppm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C₆Al₆⁺(1)</td>
<td>D₃h</td>
<td>−13.68</td>
<td>C₆H₆⁺</td>
<td>D₃h</td>
<td>−14.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₆Al₆⁺(2)</td>
<td>D₃h</td>
<td>−33.50</td>
<td>C₆H₆⁻</td>
<td>D₃h</td>
<td>−29.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₆Al₆⁺(3)</td>
<td>D₃h</td>
<td>−35.61</td>
<td>C₆H₆⁻</td>
<td>D₃h</td>
<td>−35.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₆Al₆⁺(4)</td>
<td>D₂h</td>
<td>−32.72</td>
<td>C₆H₆⁺</td>
<td>D₃h</td>
<td>−35.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[a] The C₆H₆⁺ minimum (C₆₃₃ symmetry) is strongly distorted from planarity. [b] The value is −35.54 for the D₃h geometry with NₚMag = 2.
Isomer 5 of C_{6}Al_{6}^{-} is also quite stable thermodynamically. Interestingly, although its five carbon atoms do not form a five-membered ring, 5 also has three occupied π MOs (see the Supporting Information). HOMO-3 of 5 mainly involves the CAl_{i} moiety, whereas HOMO-6 and HOMO-8 result from combinations of two C–C π bonds. An orbital similar to HOMO-3 was important in stabilizing D_{ab} CAI_{2}^{2-}. [86] That the carbon in the CAI fragment of 5 has a similar bonding environment as that in D_{ab} CAI_{2}^{2-} is indicated by the following comparisons: WBLI_{C} (2.24 vs. 2.24), WBLI_{C-Al} (average 0.51 vs. 0.56), and Q_{C} = (–2.66 vs. –2.72 |e| in CAI_{2}^{2-}). In addition, the C_{2}Al fragment shown at the left of 5 resembles the C_{2} C_{2}Al_{i}^{-} global minimum species. [24] This is also reflected in comparisons: WBLI_{C} (3.58 average in the C_{6}Al_{6} fragment vs. 3.46 in C_{2}Al_{3}^{-}), WBLI_{C-C} (2.67 in the fragment vs. 2.33 in C_{2}Al_{3}^{-}), WBLI_{C-Al} (0.49 average for the terminal and 0.26 for Al bridges in the fragment vs. 0.56 and 0.42 in C_{2}Al_{3}^{-}), and Q_{C} = (–0.83 average in the fragment vs. –0.98 |e| in C_{2}Al_{3}^{-}). The six-π-electron system and the rigid subfragment contribute to the stability of isomer 5. The similar bonding could be found in the third lowest isomer 6.

The discussion above implicates the C–Al–C bridge bonding and aromaticity as being responsible for the high stability of the C_{6}Al_{6}^{-} star (3). Although 2 and 4 also are aromatic, this advantage alone does not suffice to result in viable starlike geometries. Destabilizing effects offset the favorable electronic structures. Cyclic (D_{ab}) C_{6} is a relevant example; despite its double-aromaticity (π and σ), [23] its linear C_{6} triplet isomer is the global minimum. [26]

Although 2 is a local minimum, it is destabilized both due to the strain of its four-membered ring and to the greater Coulomb repulsion of its two negative charges in its compact starlike shape. Consequently, the lowest-energy C_{6}Al_{6}^{-} isomer 2A (Figure 2) adopts a more extended geometry. Note that D_{ab} C_{6}H_{2}^{2-} is a fourth-order saddle point for similar reasons, despite its six-π-electron character. [24]

The D_{ab} C_{6}Al_{6}^{-} star is not even a local minimum. It is destabilized by the Coulomb repulsions among its highly positively charged Al atoms (Q_{Al} = 0.73 |e|), which approach one another more closely than in 2 or 3, and distorts to D_{2} symmetry (4). But even 4 is only a local C_{6}Al_{6}^{-} minimum as its Al–Al distances, 3.280/3.327 Å, are still shorter than those (3.428 Å) in 3. The Al atom crowding in 4 also stretches and weakens the C–Al bonds (r_{C-Al} = 2.130/2.132/2.145 in 4 vs. 2.058 Å in 3). The larger starlike C_{6}Al_{6}^{2-} ring structures with n > 6 also suffer from similar destabilization and all are high-order saddle points.

Therefore, aromaticity and electronic stabilization help achieve the starlike structures, but they may not be the main determinant. As in the realization of pIC arrangements, [8, 10] geometric features can be critical. Only 3 is optimum both electronically and geometrically among 1–4.

We computed the vertical detachment energies (VDE) and the ionization potentials (IP) of 3 and 5–9 to aid experimental identification by using outer-valence Green’s function (OVGF) [27] with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set as implemented in Gaussian 03. The IP values only range narrowly (from 2.26 to 2.50 eV) and would be hard to differentiate with certainty, but the VDE values, which are important for photoelectron spectroscopy, are divided into two distinguishable groups. The group with higher VDE’s includes 3 (3.98 eV; more intense since the MO is doubly degenerate) and 7 (3.88 eV) with a C_{3} ring; the other group with lower VDE values (3.59, 3.33, 3.12, and 2.84 eV) includes isomers without a C_{3} ring 5, 6, 8, and 9, respectively.

**Conclusion**

We suggest that the C_{6}Al_{6}^{-} system could be a good candidate for capturing a molecular “star”. Replacing the H atoms in monocyclic aromatic (CH)_{n}* rings (n = 3–6) by Al atoms can result in fully bridged starlike (CAI)_{n}∗ structures with hardly any diminution of aromaticity, based on NICS(0)_{xyz} and the B97D comparisons. However, D_{ab} 3 is the only good candidate among the starlike alternatives for possible experimental realization, for example, by photoelectron detachment. However, another C_{6}Al_{6}^{2-} isomer, 5 featuring a planar tetracoordinate carbon (pIC) in its rigid CAI substructure, may also be viable in the gas phase. Extensive PES searches and detailed analyses indicate that both 3 and 5 are the C_{6}Al_{6}^{-} global minimum candidates. Favorable C–Al bonding and aromaticity contribute to their stability. Alongside lithium, aluminum is now well-established to favor bridged structures. We are exploring this procivity in other chemical elements and in other situations.
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